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New web-technologies can facilitate scientific and business work and research in many ways. The critical aspect is which structures and methods are to be used to elicit the best out of the existent resources? The information-overload is present in all-day life and sciences. Recommender systems try to solve this problem and have not only established in e-commerce, but also in the collaborative web, such as on Social-Bookmarking platforms [Heck/Peters 10]. In this paper, we analyze a database of records found on Bibsonomy, CiteULike and Connotea – three Social-Bookmarking Systems for scientific references – and explored the tripartite connection of users, documents and tags by three measurement methods. We concentrated on two research questions concerning the recommendation of similar users: 1) Are there differences when we apply different coefficients (Dice, Cosinus, Jaccard-Sneath)?, and 2) Are there differences when we apply shared documents or shared tags?

1. Related work

Different algorithms have been developed and analyzed to get the best performance for recommendation. We can decide between three methods: content-based and collaborative filtering recommender systems and hybrid forms of these two [Peters 09, Szomszor 07]. Social-Bookmarking Systems (SBS) mainly concentrate on the users’ activities and therefore on collaborative filtering (CF), more precisely folksonomy-based CF: In a SBS, where user bookmark resources and tag them by keywords, the tripartite user-resource-tag connection can be used to recommend similar resources and also similar users. So far many algorithms concentrate on cocitation analysis [Van Eck/Waltman 08] and resource recommendation [e.g. Liang 08, Zanardi/Capra 08, Zhen/Li/Yeung 09], few on user recommendations [Luo et al. 08]. Comparisons of different similarity measures and algorithms can be found in [Cacheda et al. 11], [Egghe 09] and [Hamers et al. 89]. [Rorvig 99] concentrates on the visual exploration of measures based on different scaling methods. In this paper we also compare different coefficients, but in the second step compare the differences between user recommendation based on resources on the one hand and based on tags on the other.

2. Methods

In this paper we use the Dice, Cosinus and Jaccard-Sneath coefficient to measure the similarity between users of the SBS Bibsonomy, CiteULike and Connotea and analyze the different ranking results concerning the users’ information needs.

According to [Van Eck/Waltman 08] a similarity measure (they used it for cocitations) should fulfill two conditions:

1. The similarity between two users should be maximal if the “profiles differ by at most a multiplicative constant” (p.1654).
2. There should be no similarity if the authors have nothing in common, i.e. any cocitations and in our case any bookmarks or tags.

\[
S_{DIDJ}^{Dice} = \frac{2g}{a + b} \quad S_{DIDJ}^{Cosinus} = \frac{g}{\sqrt{a} \star b} \quad S_{DIDJ}^{Jaccard-Sneath} = \frac{g}{a + b - g}
\]

Figure 1: Similarity coefficients used, where \(a\) is the number of single bookmarks or tags of User A, \(b\) the number of single bookmarks or tags of User B and \(g\) the number of common bookmarks or tags.

All three coefficients satisfy these conditions. Instead Pearson’s correlation coefficient doesn’t satisfy the conditions and shows some weaknesses (see e.g. Van Eck/Waltman 08), which was also discussed before by [Ahlgren/Jarvening/Rousseau 03]. In their paper they showed, among other things, that the Pearson correlation used for co-citation analysis has shortcomings when expanding the data sample, even if only zero-vector values are added (further discussion on the topic is also done by e.g. [Leydesdorff 05], [Leydesdorff/Vaughan 06], [Schneider/Borlund 07a] and [Schneider/Borlund 07b]).

Our database contains 13,762 bookmarks from CiteULike, Connotea and Bibsonomy, in our case scientific articles chosen from 45 physical journals. 10,498 of them are diverse articles, matched via DOI, title and UT-code. These bookmarks were tagged with 36,433 tags. We deleted the tags containing “%import%”, “%jabref%” and “%upload%” because these tags don’t semantically describe the content of the bookmark they are generated to and the “file-import” tags were proposed automatically by CiteULike if a user imports his files. After this clearing we had 35,881 tags, which we revised further: lines and underlines were deleted, the plural forms replaced by singular forms and English words spelling with ‘s’ replaced by American spelling with ‘z’. This gave us 8,233 unique tags. We count 2,473 unique users who bookmarked the articles, 1,974 of them tagged their bookmarks.

We left out users who have only one bookmark because they would highly influence the results, i.e. user-pairs who have one bookmark in common and both only one bookmark at all, cause a similarity of 1. It would be important for a user-recommender system to set a threshold: either a user should have a minimum on bookmarks and/or he should have a minimum on similar bookmarks with another user, before this user is recommended to him. The last aspect can also be regulated by the user himself with the help of a slider, so the user can determine the amount of similar users who are recommended to him [see Knautz 10 for resource-recommendation]. CiteULike has a minimum of 20 resources a user must have in library before he gets resource recommendation. Leaving out all users with less then two bookmarks, we have 6,430 user-pairs who share at least one bookmark.

3. Results

3.1 Differences between Coefficients

Analyzing our three coefficients we found correlation between user similarity based on resources and user similarity based on tags: In both scenarios Dice and Jaccard-Sneath gave similar results – the latter showing minor similarity value – cause the measure are quite similar (see [Egghe 10]). In contrast Cosinus gave different ranking results: It can be said, that Cosinus distinguishes between the allocation of the resources and tags between a user-pair [Hamers et al. 89]. The question is now which ranking of similar users serves best for the test-users’ needs? If the test-user is searching for new resources, he might like a similar user who has bookmarked many resources.

In table 1 user “dchen”, who has 214 bookmarks, would be recommended user “caortiz” on rank 10 with a Dice similarity of 0.0185. Using Cosinus the similarity is 0.0967, with which “caortiz” would be
on rank three (Dice) or rank four (Cosinus). But for “dchen” the two bookmarks of “caortiz” possibly wouldn’t much help him for further research, contrary the 214 articles of “dchen” might be a good library for “caortiz”. If “dchen” would have less than 214 bookmarks, he would be more similar to “caortiz”. Concerning the research aspect for “caortiz” this would be a shortcoming for him.

![Figure 2: Value of coefficients by number of user-pairs: user-similarity based on bookmarks, source: Bibsonomy, CiteULike, Connotea.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>common bm</th>
<th>bm dchen</th>
<th>bm user2</th>
<th>user1</th>
<th>user2</th>
<th>Dice bm</th>
<th>Cosinus bm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>58 dchen</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.1324</td>
<td>0.1616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>58 dchen</td>
<td>ghunter</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.1526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>52 dchen</td>
<td>kdesmond</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.0827</td>
<td>0.1043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>66 dchen</td>
<td>kkims</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.0571</td>
<td>0.0673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>26 dchen</td>
<td>kedmond</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>25 dchen</td>
<td>katiehumphry</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.0418</td>
<td>0.0684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>15 dchen</td>
<td>tathabhatt</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.0349</td>
<td>0.0706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>105 dchen</td>
<td>rodney</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
<td>0.0334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>9 dchen</td>
<td>waitonhill</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.0269</td>
<td>0.0684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>2 dchen</td>
<td>caortiz</td>
<td>weeks</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>0.0967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Similarity between user “dchen” and other SBS users based on common bookmarks (bm), ordered by Dice, source: Bibsonomy, CiteULike, Connotea.

### 3.2 Differences between tag- and resource-based similarities

Analyzing the user similarity based on tags, the coefficients provide similar results. The interesting aspect is the different ranking between similar users based on tags on the one hand and on resources on the other hand.

Apart from “ghunter” and “weeks, who both have the greatest similarity value either based on resources or on tags, there are users who wouldn’t be recommended to “dchen” if only common resources were taken into account. User similarity based on tags may have advantages over the one based on resources: There might be more and different similar users which wouldn’t be found over the resources, and tags may inform the user, in which context the other users read the resource. If “dchen” is searching for project partners, the tags can give him an impression of the article’s content the other users are interested in and therefore of the users’ research field.
4. Conclusion

The advantage of a user recommender system is that we could offer three recommendations: similar users for possible cooperation, relevant resources connected with users who “know” the research field (here the user himself can filter the results looking only at resources bookmarked by specific expert users), and tags which are assigned by specific expert users and lead to relevant resources. The user-recommendation therefore offers a further aspect which cannot be fulfilled with direct resource or tag recommendation. We also found out that there is a great difference between user recommendation based on shared resources and based on shared tags. Another aspect is the user’s needs: Is he searching for cooperation partners or for relevant resources? This is important for similarity measurement and the ranking of the results for a single user. Further research has to be done on this field. A new question is if there are features which could be integrated in user recommendation, for example information about which of the bookmarked papers the user has already read or which he dislikes. On CiteULike a user can now state of he has read an article or will read it; there is even a “Like it” button. These features might give further information about a user, which will be helpful to find cooperation partners and narrow the huge amount of relevant resources. Our further research tries to implement these aspects as well as to combine recommendation based on tags and on resources. Another investigation should also be the testing of different proximity and similarity measures. As several authors demonstrated (e.g. [Ahlgren/Jarvening/Rousseau 03], [Schneider/Borlund 07b]) the choice of a specific measure is often subjective. Different measures ask for different criteria and lead to different results, which require a detailed comparison.
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